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As I write, on the 24th Sunday of Year
B, the readings could not be more
relevant to what Vatican II was
about. The first reading from Isaiah
(Is 1:50:5-9) shows that the fate of
the prophet is ridicule and death,
but “the Lord comes to my help”.
The second reading from James
states that, “faith is like that: if good
works do not go with it, it is quite
dead”. James endorses the
imperative to care for our
marginalised sisters and brothers
(James 2: 14-18). In the Gospel,
(Mark 8:27-35), where Peter
acknowledges, “You are the Christ”,
Jesus goes on to rebuke him for
failing to accept Jesus’ words about
his mission - that he is destined to
suffer, to be rejected and to be put
to death. “The way you think is not
God’s way”, says Jesus. The
disciples probably expected the
Messiah to exert power in a
traditional and sectarian way, rather
than a costly path involving service
to the poor, challenge to earthly
authorities and martyrdom.
This month of October we celebrate
the Golden Jubilee of Vatican II, the
opening of the windows of the
Vatican to the world outside,
immortalised forever in the opening
lines of that great document,
Gaudium et Spes - Pastoral
Constitution on the Church in
the Modern World
World: ‘The joys and
the hopes, the griefs and the
anxieties of the men of this age,
especially those who are poor or in
any way afflicted, these are the joys
and hopes, the griefs and anxieties

of the followers of Christ.’ We are
very grateful to the contributors of
this special issue who have
underscored what this has meant to
them in their lives.
Sadly, clericalism is often an
obstacle to renewal in the Church in
the spirit of Vatican II. We engage in
a tirade against ‘secularism’ rather
than trusting in the power of God’s
spirit at work in our world. Lay
Justice and Peace jobs have
disappeared in at least two dioceses
of England and Wales. Vatican II’s
vision has largely been put into
reverse, with a crackdown on
Liberation Theology and cuttingedge theologians. We have entered
a mode where fear replaces love and
inhibits action.
Cardinal Carlo
Maria Martini,
the former
Archbishop of
Milan, died
recently and
in his last interview he called in
uncompromising terms for the
radical overhaul of the Church, as
the spirit of Vatican II fades. Linked
to this perspective, I would alert you
to the next event of the ‘Call to
Action’ group, of which I am a
member. It will take place at
Heythrop College on Wednesday 10
October. Four speakers will address
the themes of Gaudium et Spes
and its legacy for us today. All are
welcome. The group was started
earlier this year as a meeting of
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concerned priests wishing to take
up ‘the task of creating forums for
all the baptised to contribute to the
full teaching life of the Church’.
Of course, this month also marks
aith
the start of the Year of FFaith
aith. On
12 September, Columbans attended
the funeral of Mildred Nevile, a
former Director of the Catholic
Institute for International Relations
(now Progressio), and a governing
board member of CAFOD from its
earliest days. She was a woman of
tremendous faith, in the spirit of
Vatican II, and an inspiration to all
in the field of Justice and Peace. In
his powerful tribute, Julian
Filochowski reminded the packed
congregation that Mildred never let,
the “less than enlightened actions”
of some Vatican officials and other
hierarchy get her down.
“We belong to a Christcentred Church”, she
would say. Julian
concluded that we “need
to look for and train a
new generation of
Mildreds to continue the
mission of the Church to promote
Justice and Peace”.
In our ‘Call to Action’ in this Year of
Faith let us again dedicate ourselves
to working together as Church,
using Scripture and the Eucharist to
spur us into action. Julian’s closing
remarks at Mildred’s funeral remain
with me, that “Mildred would be
horrified if this Year of Faith were to
mark the close of the Vatican II age
or the end of the Justice and Peace
era in Britain”.

Frank Nally SSC
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Fifty years ago the Vatican Council
brought a major turnabout in my life
as a Christian and as a missionary.
The Council came at a really good
time for me as I had just been
invited to do postgraduate studies in
theology, so I had time to really let in
the new approach inspired by Pope
John and the Council he convened.
A major effect of the
Council for me was in the
ecumenical field. For my
doctoral dissertation I
did a detailed study of
the theology of John
Wesley, founder of the
Methodists. The
approach of Vatican II to
other Christian Churches
set me free to see in
Wesley and the
Methodists an admirable Donal Dorr
mixture of many of the best
elements in Catholicism and
Protestantism. This stood me in
good stead some years later when in
Nigeria I was teaching in an interChurch project where the
participants included Catholics,
Methodists, and people from a whole
range of other Protestant Churches.
What a contrast to the pre-Council
situation! When I was a teenager a
popular Protestant man in my village
died. Local Catholic men carried his
coffin up to the Protestant church
but stopped outside the building
because the Catholic teaching of the
time forbade them to enter a nonCatholic church. Only one of them
entered, believing that charity was
more important than this harsh law.
The teaching of Vatican II on nonChristian religions brought about a
major breakthrough in my
understanding of my role as a
missionary. Over the years since the
Council I have come more and more
to appreciate how the Holy Spirit
works in the hearts and cultures not
only of Buddhists, Hindus, and
Muslims, but also in the people who
practice what we used to call
‘paganism’, but which I now call
‘primal religion’. I now see my
missionary work as a rich exchange,
where we Christians share our
experience of our Creator God, of
Jesus, and of the Spirit; and we in

turn have much to learn from those
who practice other religions. For
instance, I am deeply moved by the
Buddhist approach to compassion,
by the emphasis of the Eastern
religions on meditation and
mindfulness, by the prominence
given by Muslims to the community
and their challenge to secularism,
and by the sense of
closeness both to the
ancestors and to nature
of the people of primal
religion.
Furthermore, the
wonderful Council
document on, The
Church in the Modern
World has provided me
with a solid basis for
engaging in an open twoway dialogue with
humanists and Marxists of all kinds.
Vatican II taught me the narrowness
of my previous assumption that my
task as a missionary was mainly to
get new converts for the Church. I
now see my call as one of sharing in
the mission of Jesus to proclaim and
promote the Reign of God - which
means working to bring about a
world of justice, respect for human
rights, reconciliation, communitybuilding, all animated by generous
and realistic love.
The effect of the Council document
on Liturgy was brought out
dramatically for me by the difference
between my first Mass 51 years ago
and the Mass last year for the
Golden Jubilee of my ordination. My
first Mass was a one-man event
celebrated entirely in Latin.
Afterwards, a friend complimented
me on the way I read the Gospel in
Latin - “I could almost understand
it!” By contrast, my family and
friends were actively involved in my
Jubilee Mass, reading the Scripture
passages and the prayers of the
faithful. The whole ceremony was in
a language that people could follow
and in which they could participate
fully. One of the great joys of my
missionary life has been to see and
share in the exuberant fervour with
which African people take part in the
celebration of the Eucharist,
inserting it fully into their culture.
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In some cases it has taken many
years for the Council to bear full fruit
in our Church. A striking example is
the way we have come to understand
how leadership in our Church should
be exercised. On this issue, the new
way forward has been shown above
all by congregations of religious
sisters. In the years following the
Council they moved from a very oldstyle repressive style of authority to
one which puts the emphasis on
maximum participation, on team
leadership, and on a respectful joint
discernment with individual members
about how they are to exercise their
ministry in the Church. Slowly and in
varying degrees many of the parish
clergy and bishops have come to
adopt a more collaborative style of
leadership, establishing pastoral
councils and finance councils, and
inviting lay Christians to exercise a
whole variety of ministries and to play
a far more active role in the Church.
I must confess, however, that in this
respect the institutional aspect of the
Church has a long way to go - and
there is no evidence that the Vatican
has taken on the concept of
participative and team leadership.
One of the most rewarding aspects
of my life as a missionary has been
my experience over many years of
working as part of a team in training
members of parish councils
(including the priests) and all kinds
of other groups, in teamwork and
participative styles of leadership. I
see this as the most practical way of
putting into effect the Council’s
insistence that the Church is ‘the
People of God’.
For me, the most radical change
brought about by Vatican II has been
in my idea of God. When I was a
teenager I was repeatedly told - and I
really believed - that God would have
me burning in hell for all eternity if I
dallied for a moment with a sexual
image or thought. I now think of God
not as a harsh and legalistic judge
but as the astonishingly
compassionate Mystery, revealed by
the words and life of Jesus.
I see my call as a missionary to live
in the light of this understanding of
God and to share it with others. And
what Jesus reveals is that God is
calling me and all of us to work for
justice in the world, and to live in a
manner that truly respects other
people and also the other inhabitants
and life-forms of the Earth. 

One W
ay of Being a Catholic
Wa
Sr Mary John Mananzan

Filipina Benedictine nun Sr Mary John Mananzan is an
eco-feminist theologian and activist.
The early influences on my life in the
Philippines were my amazingly
generous mother, and my
Benedictine education which formed
my dedication to work and prayer. I
joined the Benedictine order at 19
years old in 1957, thinking that I
could not participate in social work
for the poor unless I was a nun.
I’d been a sister for nearly ten years
when Vatican II convened, and it
was a major influence on my life
journey. Women hardly featured at
the Council itself and Cardinal Leo
Suenens famously said, “Why are
we even discussing the reality of the
Church when half of the Church is
not even represented here?” Yet,
one of the greatest impacts of the
Council was on religious women. I
remember what life was like pre and
post Vatican II, and we were totally
different after the Council. We could
leave the cloister and we were
opened up to the world. As religious
we were supposed to be prophets,
which meant announcing the good
news and denouncing bad news.
We really felt an obligation to act for
the sake of the oppressed and
recognise the sacredness of this
world. The Church in the
Modern World
World, was a very
important document for us and,
along with Justice in the World
World,
produced by the Synod of Bishops
in 1971, formed the heart and soul
of our social apostolate.
This led me to involvement in the
liberation movement in the
Philippines and the struggle for
social justice. I have joined workers
on picket lines demanding better
pay and working conditions and
supported urban poor trying to
prevent the demolition of their
homes. My activism is very much
related to realities on the ground. It
led me to study liberation theology,
particularly the ‘Option for the Poor’.
If we claim we are followers of
Christ, we need to have the same
option as Christ had. It has also led
me to advocate for the rights of
women within the Church and to
study feminist theology.
I am very happy to have been
associated with the Ecumenical
Association of Third World

Theologians (EATWOT), particularly
playing a leading role in its Women’s
Commission. In my talks and
writings I have contributed towards
developing a feminist and a thirdworld theology within the Catholic
Church, and part of this means
tackling the Church for being
hierarchical and male-dominated,
although I feel priests have been
influenced towards gender
sensitivity in recent decades. I have
highlighted the particular oppression
of third world women through
violence and gender discrimination,
integrating feminist activism into the
Catholic faith. I helped pioneer the
field of women’s studies by
founding a course at St.
Scholastica’s College in Manila. I am
in contact with other feminist
theologians such as Yvonne Gebara
and Sr Joan Chittister.

being killed in Mindanao for
challenging mining and logging.
Church people risk their lives
challenging concessions given to
powerful corporations, and support
farmers and indigenous people.
I have a dream for the future of the
Church. It will be circular rather
than hierarchical. Celibacy will be a
choice rather than a requirement for
priesthood and women will no
longer be barred from full ministry.
Personally, if you ask me if I would
like to be a priest today, I would say
that I don’t want to join the boys’
club, but it makes me sad to think
that even talking about women’s
ordination is forbidden. What is the
theological reason against it? As
sisters, I feel we are close to the
laity. They tell us all about their lives
but we cannot give the consolation
of absolution.

A major issue for me is underlining
that there is no contradiction in
being contemplative and being
socially active. I describe my work
as ‘contemplative activism’. I am
both a zen and a yoga practitioner.
I host a cable TV talk show in the
The Church has to learn how to be
Philippines called ‘Nun-sense Makes
contemplative and active. I know of
Sense’. The destruction caused by
no diocesan catechetical program
extractive industries in the
with a module on meditation. I am
Philippines is an issue examined
interested in alternative
recently. I give the Philippine
communities. I recently visited
bishops full credit for action on the
Findhorn in Scotland, where there is
environment. They have been very
a commitment to live a spiritual life –
militant against destructive mining
personal and communal. This
and logging. The Philippines has
community is ecologically, culturally
environmental laws
and spiritually sustainable,
but they are being
an alternative to the profitignored. I have had a
oriented, consumeristic
few brushes with the
violent world we live in.
hierarchy, once when
Before the day’s work there
I was misrepresented
we came together for
by a journalist, but
prayer, and after work for
many are my friends
attunement, which is a
and we share mutual
reflection on the work we
respect.
have done. I found it a
true weaving together of
The trend against the
our Benedictine motto:
reforms of Vatican II
Ora et Labora (Pray and
has been there for a
Work).
Sr Mary John Mananzan
while, but it is more
obvious now. I feel
People sometimes ask me why I am
that there was more participation in
still in the Church. I answer that no
justice concerns in the 70s and
matter how many faults your mother
80s than now.I am used to focusing
has you love her. Also, I am one way
on ‘solidarity’ but when I am asked
of being a Catholic and to leave is to
to talk in Europe the term used is
capitulate. The Church is ‘the People
normally ‘partnership’. Going
of God’ not just the clergy and the
backwards is not progress and no
hierarchy. During the long history of
institution, including the Church,
the Church there have been ups
progresses by going backwards.
and downs, but I still believe in the
For me, we are a prophetic Church.
power of the Holy Spirit working in
This has led to priests and religious
the Church. 
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The following is from the Coordinator of the Columban JPIC
(Justice, Peace & Integrity of Creation) Office in Chile.
I was born in Chile shortly after the
Second Vatican Council, in 1971.
Two years later, the government of a
left wing coalition was ended by the
military coup of Pinochet. Therefore,
my first engagement with Church
was in a very unique context of
repression that lasted many years
throughout the dictatorship. Since
my first memories, the Church I
experienced was a Church with a
strong commitment to the cause of
the poor, justice and human rights.
Being raised in a working class
neighbourhood allowed me to
cultivate a deep sense of community
and care for life, mainly because of
the involvement of my parents in the
local parish. The Church was the
only place we could get together
during those years of dictatorship.
Parish life was the neighbourhood’s
life. All the community activities political, social, educational, leisure that were not regulated by the
government, happened there.

feeling of practicing my faith through
my work reinforced thoughts of
becoming a lay missionary. I joined
the Columban Lay Missionaries 12
years ago, and was sent to England.
I worked in a parish and a charity
that helped asylum seekers in
Liverpool, and also participated in a
multi-- faith community in Bradford. In
Chile, we are all Christians basically,
and my experience in England
helped me to be aware of the
dimension opened up by the Vatican
II Council concerning dialogue and
respect for others beliefs and
cultures. I felt challenged by this
reality.
When we are confronted with a
reality that differs from our own, we
realise how cultural background and
the social and political processes of
our own country have moulded our
perceptions. It also allows us to
value and question our own culture
and creed.

A course of rapid changes took place
in the Latin American Church that
My concept of Church was built on
were set in motion by the outcome of
the image of a space where the
the Council and were expressed in
community assembled to visualise
the Bishops Conferences that
and create a better society. The
followed - Medellin (1968)
priests and the parish
and Puebla (1978). For
leaders, who
many years the Latin accompanied and
American Churches
facilitated the community,
struggled to put together
were seen as neighbours
a comprehensive
and not as authoritarian,
response to deal with the
clerical figures. The
reality of injustice,
Eucharistic celebrations
poverty, inequality, and
were alive, and most of
the political turmoil that
the activities were
was happening in most of
organised and driven by
the countries of the
the community. Everyone
region.
gathered there, whether
they were believers or not. César Correa
Vatican II presented an
At that time I was not
aware that this experience of Church opportunity to be more in touch and
involved in the events that were
was made possible by the changes
taking place at the social and the
and new horizons brought about by
political levels. With that, many
Vatican II. I believe now this Church
Christians were taking leading roles
was the kind of Church the Council
in the political movements to change
had in mind.
the realities of oppression of our
people. The Church became a place
After the dictatorship I studied
of learning, teaching and training for
social work. I realised over the years
social leadership, and a place for
that becoming a social worker was a
debate and construction of a new
natural step on my path of faith. For
society. Even though a child, I could
seven years I worked in a local nonperceive it and participate in this
governmental organisation in the
process, leaving a deep mark on me.
rural area of Santiago and this
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Puebla invited us (and still do) to
be engaged with our world today, to
look more thoughtfully at the
promotion of justice, human rights
and the ‘Option for the Poor’ as an
integral part of the practice of our
discipleship. They also teach us that
it is the responsibility of every
Christian to strive for justice and
peace, to be open to perceive the
‘signs of the times’ and to act
prophetically and determinedly
against the causes of injustice.
Because of that, in my everyday life
and in my work, I am involved in
issues such as environmental
conflicts, gender, migration,
indigenous people, fair trade,
discrimination and in many local
causes. I work with those who are
being excluded by an economic and
political system that prioritises
consumerism and accumulation
over care and distributive justice.
What Vatican II and the Latin
American Bishops Conferences
taught us was that the Christian
experience is the pursuit of God’s
Kingdom. It is not something
outside of our realm, but a utopia
that is built together here and now,
with everybody included, regardless
of their language, creed or race.
Today, I work with the Columbans as
the Co-ordinator of the JPIC Office in
Chile. I still see it as a part of my
missionary journey, and a fulfilment
of my option of faith.
I have come to realise that my
understanding of being a disciple,
missionary and follower of Jesus
has been shaped by the image of
a Church in touch with the world,
a Church that is open to discover
the grief of people today and
committed to be in the forefront of
the struggle for justice as a
prophetic option. This is an option
that resonates with me and is
clearly echoed in the first words of
G au
di
um e t Sp
es
audi
dium
Spes
es.
‘The joys and the hopes, the
griefs and the anxieties of the
men of this age, especially those
who are poor or in any way
afflicted, these are the joys and
hopes, the griefs and anxieties of
the followers of Christ.’
(Para 1) 

From the Centre tto
o the Margins
Pat Cunningham SSC
Columban Pat Cunningham writes from South Korea.
When I think of Vatican II, I think of
the winds of change shaking up the
Church. I think of Pope John XXIII
having the tremendous foresight to
initiate a process which would bring
about reform to an institution which
badly needed to engage with a fast
changing world. It was a case of
responding to the signs of the times
or ceasing to have any relevance.
After ordination in 1995 I went to
Korea and a year of language
school. It was a time of change and
uncertainty for me as I knew that
parish ministry - one of the
traditional ways of doing mission in
Korea - would no longer be an
option as the Columbans were
surplus to requirements in parishes,
given the numbers of local priests
available. This provided me with
both a challenge and an opportunity
to respond to the missionary needs
of the local church through listening
to the signs of the times and
responding to perceived needs.
Korea in 1997 was going through a
period of upheaval and was in the
throes of an economic meltdown as
a result of the Asian Financial Crisis.
The IMF was called in and its
programs meant great pain for the
majority of workers in the face of
that very familiar phrase for us today
–‘austerity measures’, although in
those days it was ‘structural
adjustment policies’. ‘IMF’ became
synonymous with huge lay offs and
at the time an all too easy solution to
the local unemployment problem
among misguided people and policy
makers lay at the door of migrants.
It used to anger me to hear that the
unemployment problem could be
resolved easily if all the ‘illegals’
were sent home as ‘they are taking
our jobs’. Sadly, during an economic
downturn, it is often migrant
workers who become an easy
scapegoat with many unaware that
migrants themselves were being laid
off too and, unlike local workers,
had literally nowhere to turn. The
prospect of returning to their native
country where the economic
situation was worse was unthinkable
as many were burdened by large
debts which they incurred in order
to come to Korea in the first place.

For many, leaving was not an option!
The government introduced amnesty
periods for undocumented workers
to leave without penalty which was
often followed by crackdowns,
unleashed against migrants in their
factories and homes. Many decided
their only option was to ride out the
storm hoping
things would
improve.
My involvement
with migrant
workers was
precisely at this
time of huge
economic
uncertainty in
the country.
Pat Cunningham
A request came to
the Columban house seeking a
priest to say an English mass for
migrants at a social welfare centre in
Anyang city, run by members of AFI
(Association Fraternelle
Internationale) - a lay association in
the Church. Among the various
programs they provided was a soup
kitchen, which was a lifeline for both
local and migrant workers who had
recently been laid off work. What
turned out to be a request to say
Mass on Sundays turned into a full
time ministry with Migrants in both
Anyang and subsequently in
Uijongbu Diocese. I will always be
grateful to the person who made
that call for it enabled me to
accompany migrant workers as they
attempted to secure their labour
rights.
The centre was an oasis for many
who needed shelter from the
economic headwinds which affected
both local workers and migrants in
adverse ways. The words from
Deuteronomy 10:17-18 come to
mind when I think of AFI and their
response to people who were
suffering and trying to cope with the
scourge of unemployment at that
time. These words speak of a God
who doesn’t discriminate and is a
God who ‘is not partial and takes no
bribe, who executes justice for the
orphan and the widow, and who
loves the strangers, providing them
with food and clothing’. The
tremendous commitment of the AFI
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community and staff in reaching out
to migrants inspired my continued
involvement in working with migrants
up until 2006, albeit in a different
city called Uijeongbu!
JPIC work remains a primary focus of
the Columban presence here in
Korea, and particularly when it
comes to supporting the campaign
against the construction of a naval
base on Korea’s Jeju island. In a
region that is already heavily
militarised and
becoming
increasingly
dangerous, with the
US and China facing
off in a battle to
control access to
trade routes and
dwindling natural
resources, the
ongoing opposition
to the construction
of the naval base
being carried out by Samsung
Construction is critical. It is an
important work for the Church at this
time. The winds of change ‘for life
and peace’ on ‘the island of peace Jeju’ are strengthening all the time.
Many celebrities - including Robert
Redford and renowned peace
activists from around the world have lent their voices in a spirit of
solidarity to save the island.
The Church has been to the
forefront of demonstrations rallying
to the defense of the villagers of
Gangjeong. These have often been
met with violent responses, with
many being arrested and charged
with disorderly conduct. This all
adds to my conviction that the
Church is doing the right thing in
standing by the village people in the
struggle for justice and the
protection of their treasured natural
resources. It is inspiring to be part of
a Church on the move from the
centre to the margins. Liturgical
celebrations in the pursuit of justice
and democracy are being conducted
more and more on the roadsides
and the streets of Korea, in solidarity
with workers and people on the
margins of society who are under
attack from the corporate state and
the military machine. This is the case
in Gangjeong village where daily
Mass is celebrated in front of the
military installation. Please support
the campaign by logging on to
www.savejejunow.org. 

FAVOURITE Q
UO
TES FR
OM GA
UDIUM ET SPES
QUO
UOTES
FROM
GAUDIUM
PROPHETIC WITNESS
SOLIDARITY

‘The split between the faith which many profess
and their daily lives deserves to be counted
among the most serious errors of our age......
Let the layman not imagine that his pastors are
always such experts, that to every problem
which arises, however complicated, they can
readily give him a concrete solution, or even
that such is their mission…….let the layman take
on his own distinctive role.’ Para 43

‘In our times a special
obligation binds us to
make ourselves the
neighbour of every
person without
exception and of
actively helping him
when he comes across
our path, whether an
old person abandoned
by all, a foreign
labourer unjustly
looked down upon, a
refugee, a child born of
an unlawful union and
wrongly suffering for a
sin he did not commit,
or a hungry person who
disturbs our conscience
by recalling the voice of the Lord, “As long as you
did it for one of these the least of my brethren, you
did it for me” (Matt. 25:40)’ Para 27

Where Gaudium et Spes speaks of a ‘split’, the
Vatican Council could have acknowledged that for
decades the Church cultivated a fortress Church
with its own schools, chaplaincies and professional
groups for doctors, lawyers, teachers, and
journalists. They created a sort of firewall against
the secularism of a sinful world. It is not surprising
that people would see what is secular or worldly as
of no consequence to the Christian life or message.
The schizophrenia of the Council persists to the
present. It is still a struggle to find ecclesial support
for creation-based ecology, for liberation theologies,
for human rights and conflict resolution. If it is true
that the mission of the Church (not just of the laity)
is to build the kingdom of God, it is precisely in
these areas that energy and prophetic witness need
to be deployed. Although we pray ‘Thy Kingdom
Come’ we seem to focus on an eschaton or final
condition of the kingdom rather than the task in
hand – human rights, justice, peace, human
development. One might argue that much has been
written since 1965, but I am suggesting that this
ambivalence about the salvific potential of human
progress persists.
And we live in an age when a number of theologians
have been disciplined by the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith, or had their ability to
communicate their ideas thwarted by religious
superiors. I think of Leonardo Boff, Gustavo
Gutierrez, Tissa Balasuriya, and Elizabeth
Johnston. I find some incongruity between
Paragraph 43 recognising the limited insights of
church pastors and the current centralised and rigid
policies of the Roman Curia.

The message of Gaudium et Spes is addressed to the
whole human family, united in Christ. I am particularly
drawn to Paragraph 27 because of the Gospel reference
which constantly challenges me to consider where I see
the face of God in my world. The key message would be
that I am obliged to be bound to others in a way that
allows for their unbinding. I must be constantly disturbed
in order that the reign of the God - in whom I profess to
believe - should be established and celebrated. I must
actively work for Justice and Peace for all people without
exception, according to my conscience, accepting that
this may challenge my own comfortable lifestyle. Within
the National Justice and Peace Network I am able to find
that solidarity and inspiration which empowers and
sustains me.
Anne Peacey
Chair, National Justice and Peace Network of England
and Wales (NJPN)

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
‘The Church has always had the duty of scrutinising the
signs of the times and of interpreting them in the light
of the Gospel.’
Para 4

Frank Campbell
Retired Theology Lecturer. He and his wife,
Audrey have a lifelong commitment to Justice,
Peace and Environmental Justice

The Columban Missionary Society – with more than 500 members worldwide – undertook in 2007 to address Global
Warming by reviewing its energy use, doing carbon audits in its regions, and campaigning for carbon reduction. That
year, in a statement from its Climate Conference in Manila, its 25 Justice, Peace and Ecology workers said that “the
endangered Earth demands a new prophetic way of being missionaries”. This followed the imperative of Vatican II to read
the ‘signs of the times’ and follow the lead of Pope John Paul II in 2001 who urged Catholics to undergo an “ecological
conversion”. According to Columban Creation Theologian, Sean McDonagh, “if climate change is an important issue
facing the planet, then it must be the most important issue for the churches”. Ecological realities in our times also
include the loss of biodiversity and forests and the pollution of our oceans. The Churches must play their part in
assisting human society to grow out of the destructive adolescent phase of our development that we seem addicted to.
They must also tackle the denial and despair which cause so many Christians to turn from engaging with environmental
problems. A sign of our times is the need to build a more sustainable, fairer, and more peaceful world.
Ellen Teague
Columban Team for Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation
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- THE CHURCH IN THE MODERN WORLD (1965)
HUMAN DIGNITY

BANNING WAR
‘Divine Providence urgently demands of us that we free
ourselves from the age-old slavery of war. If we refuse to
make this effort, we do not know where we will be led
by the evil road we have set upon. It is our clear duty,
therefore, to strain every muscle in working for the time
when all war can be completely outlawed by
international consent.’ Para 81
These words are a reminder that arguing about what is and
what is not a just war can divert us from the moral
obligation to abolish war itself. This is not some impossible
dream. The abolition of war is the first aim of the United
Nations, created ‘to save succeeding generations from the
scourge of war’ (UN Charter). War is no more inevitable
than slavery or apartheid or sex discrimination. Within most
societies we would never think of settling differences with
our neighbours by burning down their homes or threatening
to kill them and their families. We have courts of law, a
police force, and Citizens Advice Bureaux. It is illegal to
own weapons unless under licence and they are not readily
available for purchase. It is a crime to incite hatred of other
races or peoples. Political and social rights are, at least to
some extent, protected. In that spirit we try to educate our
children. It is time to extend such thinking to the wider
world. It is those who have opposed wars and suggested
alternative ways of conflict resolution who are the heroes of
our day.
Bruce Kent
Founder of the Movement for the Abolition of War
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION
‘It seems fair moreover that laws should make
humane provisions for conscientious objectors, so
long as they accept another form of service to the
human community.’ Para 79
Rather a hesitant endorsement of conscientious
objection perhaps, but this sentence is precious for
what it represents, and enormously significant in its
consequences. In the early 1960s Catholics in Italy
and Spain were going to prison for refusing military
service – and in the US their number grew with the
Vietnam War. Catholics could now show for the first
time that their Church officially recognised the right to
refuse on grounds of conscience. The statement
represents the long struggle of small groups like PAX
to support conscientious objectors, despite hostility
and ostracism. It’s a sign of hope and encouragement
to the justice and peace movement that patient,
persistent spade work does bring about social change.
Finally, this is a fruit of Franz Jägerstätter‘s sacrificial
witness. The story of this Austrian farmer, executed in
1943 for refusing to fight in Hitler’s army, was
published in 1964. Archbishop Roberts SJ put his
example before the Council Fathers, urging that never
again should martyrs like Jägerstätter have to stand
alone. Roberts believed that affirming the right to
conscientious objection was more important than
condemning any particular weapon, because it gave
Catholics the freedom to judge for themselves,
whatever the weapons or tactics of future wars.
Jägerstätter changed the Church.
Valerie Flessati
Vice President of Pax Christi

‘There is a growing awareness of the exalted dignity
proper to the human person, since he stands above
all things, and his rights and duties are universal and
inviolable. Therefore, there must be made available
to all men everything necessary for leading a life
truly human, such as food, clothing, and shelter; the
right to education.’ Para 26
22 million disabled children in the global south are
currently out of school. A failure to achieve an education
often traps them and their families in a lifetime of
poverty. 1.4 billion people in the world live below the
extreme poverty line, on less than £1 a day. The vast
majority of out of school children fall into this category.
After a lifetime of teaching children with disabilities, I
now work to make sure that disability is systematically
addressed in all education programming worldwide.
Together with other volunteers across the UK, I feel
empowered to make a real difference in the lives of the
world’s poorest people and I know that what we do does
make a difference. People living with disabilities make
up around 15% of the world’s population but represent
20% of people living in extreme poverty. Routine
exclusion and abuse of disabled people not only
tramples on human rights and dignity but has hugely
negative consequences for their countries’ economies. If
we really believe in the ‘exalted dignity proper to the
human person’ then surely we will do all in our power to
remedy the situation.
Sr Gillian Price
A Daughter of the Cross of Liege, and ambassador
for the Global Poverty Project and Results UK
And inspiration from NOSTRA AETATE DECLARATION ON THE RELATION OF THE CHURCH
WITH NON-CHRISTIAN RELIGIONS (1965)

DIALOGUE
My 29 years’ journey of dialogue of life with the Subaanen
Indigenous People of Mindanao in the Philippines; of drawing
inspiration from a quiet, gentle people who live lightly on the
Earth; of accompanying them in their struggle to protect
their sacred mountain, their ancestral lands and their
culture; had its founding inspiration in Vatican II’s
Declaration of the Church on Non-Christian Religions. This
Declaration recognised that, ‘God’s Providence, his
manifestations of goodness and his saving designs
extend to all people.’ Art 5
The teaching of Vatican II resulted in the call of the
Mindanao Sulu Pastoral Conference in 1977 to priests, laity
and religious to devote themselves to being in solidarity with
cultural communities. In 1981, the Columban Sisters passed
a resolution at their General Chapter to ‘participate in
dialogue with other religions as an important dimension of
evangelisation’. In 1983, the Columban Sisters’ mission of
dialogue with the Subaanen indigenous people began in
Midsalip. We have learned a lot from the Subaanen
worldview: their relationship of awe within the tropical forest
environment and their appreciation of Mother Earth, including
air and waters. They live simply so that others - including
animals, birds, fish, flora and fauna - can also live.
Sr Kathleen Melia,
Columban Sisters, Midsalip, Mindanao, Philippines
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Keeping the Windo
ws Open
Windows
Brian Gore SSC
Brian Gore works in Negros, the Philippines, and was one
of the ‘Negros Nine’ imprisoned under the Marcos regime.
At the tender age of 18 I entered the
Columban Formation programme in
Australia, the very same year that
Vatican II began. At
such an innocent
age it took me a
while to realise the
significance of such
a tremendous event
in the life of the
Church and in my
own life. Our
professors were
themselves grappling
with the new
theology and were
just a class ahead of
us students. I
remember our moral Brian Gore
professor’s oft
repeated comment that theology was
in a state of “flux”. This was
exemplified in his classes!
The Council ended in 1965 and I
was ordained in 1968. Even then,
the full import of what was
happening in the Church really
didn’t influence my thinking much.
There were new insights such as:
Church as community, collegiality in
the episcopate, Mass and
Sacraments in the local language.
These were phrases I held on to as I
headed for the missions in the
Philippines in 1969.
The Philippines at that time was
going through social and political
upheaval. In 1972, Martial Law was
proclaimed and the country was
subject to a dictatorship. While the
key precepts of Vatican II were still
valid they had little to say about how
Christians should live and act under
a dictatorship. The answers were
not in the dominant Eurocentric
theology of the time, but had to be
sourced from elsewhere.
That elsewhere was in Latin America
- it was Liberation Theology. I soon
learnt that there were many different
experiences of Liberation Theology,
but all with a common thread. My
own experience, with that of some
other Columbans, helped forge our
own particular brand of Liberation
Theology, especially here on Negros
Island.

We were inspired by many local and
international theologians who gave
us the scriptural and theological
underpinnings of how
we were to respond.
One Filipino who
influenced me a lot was
Fr Carlos Abesamis SJ.
His theme of “total
salvation and total
human liberation”
became a valuable
foundation in our
building small Christian
communities among
poor farmers and sugar
workers. Others like
Gustavo Gutierrez, Juan
Luis Secundo and Paolo Freire were
part of our staple theological diet. It
was obvious that they had picked up
key elements from Vatican II.
Inspiration came as well from people
like Mahatma Ghandi, Martin Luther
King and Dom Helder Camara.
We needed more than Vatican II to
help us respond to the violence of a
dictatorship. Liberation Theology
showed us that the poor were to be
the instruments of their own
liberation inspired by the nonviolent example of Jesus. What
Vatican II lacked, Liberation
Theology helped fill in the gaps.
In searching the “signs of the
times” we absorbed inspiration and
theological reflection from many
diverse people and places. In our
search for the truth we left no stone
unturned. This would sometimes
bring us into conflict within the
Church and in our own Columban
Community. These were very difficult
but exciting times as well. When my
late fellow Columban Niall O’Brien
and I were wrongly imprisoned for
multiple-murder under the Marcos
dictatorship in 1983, the comment
was made by some confreres that,
“if we were doing what we should
have been doing” then we would not
have ended up falsely accused and
imprisoned. Even then, 20 years
after Vatican II, little had been learnt
in opening up the Church to the
winds of change. Saving “souls”
was still for many the purpose of
being missionary.
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Which brings us to today, 50 years
after Vatican II began. How far have
we come? I wonder what evaluation
John XXIII would give to the process
of renewal that he instigated! Have
his hopes for the Church come true?
I read recently in a local paper about
the death of Cardinal Carlo Maria
Martini of Milan on 31 August 2012.
What struck me were some of the
quotes attributed to him, a man at
the top level of the Church. He said
in the last interview before his death
that, “the Catholic Church is 200
years behind the times” and “our
churches are big and empty and
church bureaucracy rises up; our
religious rites and vestments are
pompous”. It is as though Vatican II
never happened.
Here, in the Philippines, it is not that
much different. At the moment, the
acrimonious debate on the
controversial Responsible
Parenthood and Reproductive
Health Bill before Congress borders
on aspects of the Inquisition. At
clergy meetings there is no room for
informed discussion on this issue
as one can be branded as disloyal
to the Holy Father. The windows
opened by Vatican II appear to be
closing, if not already closed.
Meanwhile life for the poor goes on.
At this stage of my life and ministry,
I prefer to literally “dig in” to what
really matters for the poor, such as
their daily need for healthy food,
clothing, shelter and the other
things they need to survive. The
issues which are important for them
are what also should be important
for us. The very life-giving systems
around us in the natural world are
deteriorating at an alarming rate. We
need sustainable systems for
everything. We need organic
farming - we have a Columban
organic farm here on Negros reforestation on a massive scale and
a change in our lifestyles to name
just a few. This is what I try to do.
If I had aspirations of becoming a
bishop I would not be writing like
this! The recent imposition of the
new English translation of the Mass
is another indication of our moving
away from the spirit of Vatican II.
A ‘one size fits all’ for all the English
speaking world is a denial of
cultural differences and
undermines the spirit of collegiality
encouraged by Vatican II. 

Valuing Y
oung Catholics
Young
Anne O’Connor
Anne O’Connor has a ministry to young people within the
Shrewsbury Diocese Commission for Justice, Peace and
Social Responsibility and edits the Commission’s E-bulletin.
Vatican II was heralded as a new
era in the Church, a move away
from the old, remote style towards a
collaborative ministry between clergy
and laity that would read the ‘signs
of the times’ and respond
accordingly. And yet the Church
has failed to harness the energy
and enthusiasm of young people
who surely represent the future and
the hope for us all. For many,
church is seen as ‘boring’ and of
no relevance to their everyday lives.
So, if they are staying away from
church, how do we inspire them to
speak out against injustice and to
work for the good of all; to foster
peace and reconciliation; to respect
and care for all creation? Two
routes are through Confirmation
Programmes, and Schools via RE
lessons and Chaplains.

one, in split second bursts to a loud
backing track of Christian rock band
Delirious’ song Here I am, send me
(based on Isaiah 6:8). Excitement
mounted as everyone watched for
their own name, only to see it vanish
again. Once in their group areas
they had a ready talking point to
break the ice, get the session
started and take on board the
relevance of the song’s message.
Teenagers have a keen sense of
right and wrong and respond well
to issues of what is fair or unfair.
Collaboration was key: respecting
and listening to each other’s
views. The course culminated in
an evening for family and friends
that drew strongly on J&P themes.
Called Taste and See (Psalm 34:8)
it consisted of eight different
prayer or activity zones. Each
group took charge of a zone: some
as presenters; others as ‘tour’
guides. By taking ownership of
the evening, deciding how each
zone would be presented, they
discovered a great
deal about the
issues and made the
evening very
prayerful and
moving.

I’d joined the Church at university in
the ‘70s prior to marrying a Catholic.
In 1984 we moved to Cheshire with
four (later five) small children and
settled in a new parish. A couple of
weeks in, at the end of Mass,
something happened
that changed my life: a
complete stranger asked
me to help form a
Justice and Peace (J&P)
Group! So began my
involvement in J&P at
As for schools, a
parish and diocesan
classroom based J&P
levels. In 2001, when
Study Day at a local
my younger daughter
Secondary School
was of Confirmation age,
worked well, thanks
I combined J&P with
partly to a young
youth work as a
volunteer who
Anne O’Connor
catechist.
impressed the lads
with his trendy clothing which, he
It soon became clear that trying to
revealed, was all fairly traded, even
connect with 70 thirteen year-olds
down to his trainers and underwear!
through a traditional Confirmation
The day ended with a role play for
programme wouldn’t work. We had
Year 7 students (11-12 years):
to meet them where they were at,
A group of teenage soldiers
using methods of communication
exchange insults with a mouthy
they could relate to. So the old
young man as he is stopped and
material was discarded and new
searched at a checkpoint barrier. In
ways to grab their interest
a split second a childish game gets
introduced: youtube clips; pop
out of hand: the young man is shot
music; visual aids; power-point
dead; his family left utterly
presentations; drama; role-play;
devastated. What happens next?
games; discussions. Session One
started in a darkened hall with a
A small group was given a sheet with
rolling power-point on a large screen
the basic facts and invited to
that shot out their names, one by
present the story to the rest of the
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class. They decided to act it out
(very enthusiastically!) and added
their own embellishments such as
war planes circling overhead and
improvised dialogue. They were
shocked to discover this was a true
story, taken from
The Forgiveness Project
(www.theforgivenessproject.com/
stories). By collecting and sharing
people’s stories The
Forgiveness Project encourages and
empowers people to explore the
nature of forgiveness and to find
alternatives to revenge. There
followed a lively class discussion
about the response of the dead
man’s brother and the students’
own views. Looking at this, and
other stories, led us to conclude
that there are always two sides to
any situation and that
understanding, and ultimately even
forgiveness, can be reached if you
can stand in another’s shoes.
Paper footprints with messages of
peace were used as a visual aid with
participants invited to walk along the
path they formed. A winding route
indicated that the path to peace and
reconciliation is not easy or
straightforward.
Enthused by working with
teenagers, I’ve since written the
Youth module for one of the Poverty
and Homelessness Action Weeks,
contributed to Pax Christi’s Franz
Jägerstätter Resource Pack for
Children and Young People, and
developed a series of J&P
Resources for Young People,
including their own Stations of the
Cross which have been widely used.
Sadly, in my diocese - although the
J&P Commission is still active - we
no longer have a J&P worker or a
Youth worker. The only point of
contact now for teenagers is the
diocesan website’s Youth page
which features such headings as
‘Getting to know the Saints’, ‘The
Power of Prayer’ and ‘Relationships’
with a strong focus on chastity. This
is a turn-off for most young people.
They deserve an active, vibrant
Church that welcomes them and
appreciates them for who they are.
We risk letting a rich treasure slip
through our fingers by failing to
meet the needs of our young people
in a way that they can respond to.
By involving them in J&P we hope to
convey the message that they are
not only valued but essential to the
life of the Church. 

Obligation to Pursue Peace
John Prangley
John Pr
angle
w re
tired, is a fformer
ormer tteacher
eacher and
Prangle
angleyy, no
now
retired,
headteacher in Birmingham and Oxford. He and his wife
Clare are active Pax Christi members.
In the 1950s I did national service
and was sent to Cyprus during the
emergency. I came across the
torture of Greeks by our army, and
was there throughout the assault on
Suez, Eden’s illegal war. These two
shocking experiences made me
abhor military violence.
In 1961, I joined Pax, the Catholic
peace movement. The Cuban missile
crisis reminded us how close we
were to annihilation, and it was
heartening that at the Vatican
Council two English bishops,
Roberts and Butler, pressed for
serious discussion of nuclear war.
Pax joined Pax Christi, and at the
Spode House AGMs Clare and I
came to know Mgr Bruce Kent, Brian
Wicker, Conrad Pepler, Barbara Wall,
Walter Stein of that remarkable
book, ‘Nuclear weapons and the
Christian conscience’, and many
other peace people.
During the sixties there was
widespread examination of
structures and attitudes. In Rome,
the Vatican Council allowed Bishops
to discuss the fundamentals of
many issues. Their insights from all
over the world were brought to bear
on problems in need of reform or of
a fresh look. The Church no longer
treated the non-Catholic world as
alien. The work of theologians,
restricted by Pius XII, bore fruit in
the Council’s theological analyses.
There was a return to the sources,
to Scripture, putting the Gospel at
the heart of the mission. The
debates produced great documents.
Gaudium et Spes declared that
the constant pursuit of peace was a
Christian obligation. John XXIII’s last
erris and
encyclical P acem in TTerris
Paul VI’s Populorum Progressio
were startlingly relevant.
The acknowledgement of the worth
of others’ beliefs, the demand for a
sharing of the world’s goods, the
call for justice in politics and cooperation in human affairs,
collegiality and respect for the laity,
authority and consent, subsidiarity,
the equality of peoples, the Common
Good, the world role of the Church

were foregrounded. Habits of
cooperation were initiated and
affirmed, and overflowed into, for
example, parish councils.
The Council made its biggest impact
through the new liturgy. I remember
my mother’s joy when, with the
priest facing her and using English,
she could participate in celebrating
the Mass as never before.
Living in Birmingham, I attended the
new, but short-lived, ‘Free’
University, set up by dons to lecture
unpaid on War and Non-violence,
Alternative Life-styles, Environmental
Destruction, Aid and Development,
Ethics - this last by Brian Wicker.
Enoch Powell’s ‘rivers of blood’
speech brought many people out in
a protest march, and from it
emerged an ecumenical anti-racist
group, ‘All Faiths For One Race’.
Women too were beginning to
discuss their stagnant status in
society. Clare attended the first and
subsequent meetings of the
Women’s Liberation Movement.
Heady days!

It has played a huge part in the
defections of the young and in
creating dishonesty between
bishops and people. Teachers are
close to communities, and I
observed the disappointment.
The National Pastoral Congress of
1980 in Liverpool was a natural
outcome of the Council, and I spoke
there on Education. The
deliberations were quickly forgotten
by the hierarchy. There was no
leadership. Without encouragement
from above, traditional relationships
and thinking crept back. The Curia,
home of much opposition to the
Council, remained unreformed and
continued to be obstructive.
Working in Birmingham’s first
Catholic comprehensive, my
colleagues and I strove to make
such schools excel. Incorporating
attitudes of the Council was part of
our vocation. The schools were nonviolent, Gospel-centred, responsive,
coherent, loving havens. They were
successful and joyous. We saw
many children progress as they
would never have done under
previous arrangements.
When in the 1980s the diocese
proposed to me, now a headteacher
in Oxford, that ‘my’ school join an
Anglican school, I reacted badly. The
diocese was ahead of me. We held
many discussions, brought to an
end when a priest-governor, Denis
Egan, said: ‘Another church is
asking for help. Are we going to
refuse this?’ The Catholic Upper
school merged in 1984 with the
Anglican Upper School to form the
new St Augustine of Canterbury
Upper School, which was successful
in many ways. After 18 years the RC
Archdiocese withdrew from their
agreement with the Anglicans, to the
dismay of many.

Clare and John Prangley

Theological experts who had been at
the Council, and other theologians,
came to the Birmingham University
chaplaincy to talk about the
Documents. We heard lectures by
Edward Schillebeeckx, Bernard
Haring, Dan Berrigan, Gregory
Baum, John McKenzie, Cardinal
Augustin Bea. We had talks from Fr
John Challenor of the local Oratory.
The Church seemed to be leading
the way towards a more humane
and just future. But a setback came
directly from Pope Paul’s Humanae
Vitae. Many people left the Church.
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Our involvement in Pax Christi, antiracism and ecumenism has been
inspired by the Council, which
grounded us in social justice
teaching with which we could - and
did - challenge prevailing ideas.
Clare was on the Pax Christi
executive for many years and the
Chair for two years. We hope the
impetus of the Council will be reenergised. Issues of Justice and
Peace – both inside and outside the
Church - Authority, Accountability
and Ecumenism persist. The Council
remains a rich and powerful
resource. 

Taking Social R
esponsibility
Seriously
Responsibility
.
Alison Gelder

From the Director of Housing Justice.
I have no experience of the Church
before Vatican II - not because I am
under 50 but because I became a
Catholic in 1977 (aged 20 if you
want to do the maths), and until I
left home for university I had
virtually no contact with either the
Church or Catholics. Partly this is
due to being brought up as an
Anglican by nominally Christian
parents, one of whom had a deep
prejudice against the Catholic
Church, stemming from her
Presbyterian formation. Partly it is
due to the separation of Catholics in
1960s England from the rest of
society through the network of
schools and social clubs.
So I met the Church in post-Vatican
II clothes and the impact of that
encounter was sufficient to draw me
closer and closer in, both before
and after I became a Catholic
myself.
I experienced the worship of the
Church as qualitatively different
from the services of my Anglican
upbringing. The language - of the
missal we have just lost - was more
modern than that of the Church of
England in the mid 70s and it spoke
to my heart. The ritual performance
was less polished and more casually
dressed than the precise dance of
incense, candle and procession in a
High Anglican church, so that, as a
scruffy student, I felt more at home.
The overwhelming sense was of
reverence and of communal focus
on the real presence of God in the
Eucharist.
Like many converts, as I worked
through my Catholic apprenticeship I
read a great deal: the Gospels, John
Henry Newman, the ‘Dutch’
Catechism, and Gaudium et Spes
Spes.
And whenever I return to the last I
still find inspiration.
As I encountered the Church in my
friends, fellow students (and, quite
importantly, my University Chaplain),
I became aware that Catholicism
was a whole life thing rather than
just for Sundays. I was impressed
by the number of Catholic students
(both those who came to Mass and
those who did not) who were

engaged in social
action in the
community, raising
money for people in
developing countries,
or involved in student
politics. This was a
religion that required
a change of attitude
and a change of life,
as well as a change in
liturgical practice and
an affirmation of the
role of the Pope.

Alison Gelder

Meanwhile, as I found my way into a
Church in the process of being
reformed by the Second Vatican
Council, CHAS - the Catholic
Housing Aid Society and forerunner
of Housing Justice - was developing
its role as an advocate for housing
policy change. This was alongside
the existing work of practical help for
homeless and poorly-housed people.
I can’t say to what extent the
emergent policy and education work
of CHAS was influenced by Vatican
II, but it definitely felt like a
movement away from simple charity
to a more complex interaction of
love, truth and justice.
Housing Justice was formed in
2003, through the merger of CHAS
and the Churches National Houisng
Coalition, with UNLEASH (Church
action on homelessness in London)
joining in 2006. This coming
together demonstrated the
importance the Churches placed on
having a single effective voice on
issues of homelessness and poor
housing, and reflected the
ecumenical nature of many Churchbased projects and campaigns.
Coming fresh to the Church, my
reflection was that Catholics, much
more than other Christians I had
known, were inspired by their faith
to take social (and political)
responsibility seriously. It seemed
that for them it was less acceptable
to be on the sidelines of social
problems or to pass by on the other
side. Looking back at the press
cuttings and annual reports of the
early years of CHAS, it is impossible
to miss the popular enthusiasm
amongst Catholics for making a
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difference to homeless and badlyhoused people – and for calling
upon the Government to
do the same.
This tradition has
continued in the
support still shown
today by many Catholic
parishes, Religious
Orders and individuals
for the work of Housing
Justice. While we are no
longer a solely Catholic
charity, our roots still
draw from the waters of
Catholic Social
Teaching. We still
provide both practical
help to parishes working with
homeless and badly housed people
and advocate for the necessary
policy changes to bring about our
vision of a society where everyone
has a home that truly meets their
needs; as it says in Gaudium et
Spes: “The right of having a share of
earthly goods sufficient for oneself
and one’s family belongs to
everyone” (para 69).
At the moment, the advocacy
element of our work is two fold. We
are beginning a new campaign, Line
in the Sand
Sand,, to improve the
access of street and hidden
homeless people to basic human
requirements like water and
sanitation (www.bit.ly/PTeBKs).
People often think that no one has
any difficulty in accessing basic
human rights in our country but this
is far from the case. Dehydration
and urinary tract infections are
common problems for our fellow
citizens who do not have easy
access to drinking water and toilet
facilities. The second strand is the
annual Poverty & Homelessness
Action Week
Week, set for 26 January 3 February 2013. The focus is on
ending the stigmatisation of people
who are experiencing homelessness
and poverty. Challenging both the
overt blame game practised by the
media and politicians and our own
tendencies to self righteousness
brings the emphasis back to
solidarity. See:
(www
.housingjus
tice.org.uk)
(www.housingjus
.housingjustice.org.uk)
tice.org.uk).
Will you join me in drawing from the
well of Vatican II to work with
Christians of all denominations to
improve the lives of homeless and
badly-housed people? 

Resources
EVENT
‘Call to Action’
Wednesday 10 October
11.30am - 5.00pm
Heythrop College, London
www
.acallt
oaction.org.uk/e
www.acallt
.acalltoaction.org.uk/e
oaction.org.uk/evv ent
Columbans are in the organising
group - along with diocesan priests
and laity - which seeks to stimulate
dialogue on the future of the
Church, inspired by Vatican II.
USEFUL WEBSITES AND
RESOURCES
National Catholic Reporter
www.ncronline.org
The October issue is a special one
focusing on Vatican II.
Catholic Social TTeaching
eaching
Website
www.catholicsocialteaching.org.uk
Second Vatican Council
documents by Brian Davies.
www.stmellitus.org.uk
Tomorr
o w’s P
arish
omorro
Parish
by Adrian B. Smith
Available for £2.00 inclusive of p&p
from Catholics for a Changing
Church, 1 Carysfort House, 14 West
Halkin Street, London SW1X 8JS.
www.ccc4vat2.org.uk/ccc
Livesimply Parish Pack
The livesimply parish award scheme
encourages parishes to demonstrate
ways in which they are conserving
the environment and supporting
communities in developing
countries. The first Catholic parish
in England and Wales to receive the
award on 15 September was St.
John Bosco in Reading, Portsmouth
Diocese.... Congratulations!
A free pack is available from 0114
263 6421 or download resources
from www.livesimplyaward.org.uk.
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Fr Kevin T. Kelly is a Liverpool priest who has been working to renew the
field of Catholic Moral Theology since the Second Vatican Council. He has
published books and articles in this country and abroad and is one of
the principal witnesses of the struggles of a post-Vatican II church and
‘People of God’ to discern the signs of the times and to give a clear
response. Indeed he has been a protagonist in that struggle. He is a
disciple of the late German theologian Bernhard Häring, imbued with his
teacher’s concern to restore the centrality of charity to moral theology, to
loosen it from the bonds of a rigid canon law and to explore what it
means to live in the freedom of the daughters and sons of God. He is an
admirer of Fr Charles Curran, the US moral theologian who was deprived
of his license to teach Catholic moral theology in Washington’s Catholic
University of America.
The book is a collection of writings which cover 50 years of service to the
English Catholic Church. He does not regret any of them, but it is evident
that he has experienced discouragement and disappointment along the
way. He has a long experience in pastoral ministry, including sharing a
parish with the Church of England. This has fed into his concerns
regarding the formation of adult Christians in the Faith, the formation of
an adult conscience and the formation of men and women committed to
the world with its pain and joy.
Kelly’s reflections are an excellent flowing together of the
autobiographical, the experiential, the pastoral, the communitarian and
the ecclesial. His ongoing concern is the effort by the Christian
community to discern - in the light of experience, biblical tradition and
moral theology - the way forward in very messy terrain. For example, he
cites with approval the words of Cardinal Hume that the experience of
married people can be “an authentic source of theology from which we,
the pastors, and indeed the whole church, can draw”. One of Kelly’s
central concerns is the mission of the parish. He worries about too much
parish inwardness when in fact the parish is sent to the world. He wants
a mission parish in which Justice and Peace are central concerns. He
speaks of training people in social analysis, the ability to study the
relationship between local communities, class interests, political parties
and citizen participation. Radical stuff! An important factor, almost always
missing, is a coherent diocesan pastoral strategy and plan. This could
create a structure which permits dialogue between parish and diocese.
This is important when we realise that many parishioners have been
taught little about official Church teachings. Another challenge is the
non-accountability of priests, leaving a parish at the mercy of the whim of
its priest. Another question is the exercise of democracy. Even though
the governance model of the Church is monarchical, this does not mean
that the views of priests and people ought not to be heard. At present
there is a structural dysfunctionality which results in the disarticulation
of the laity and clergy and the pastoral office of the bishop.
Kelly brings us back in time to the National Pastoral Congress of 1980.
He was there and was a witness of the fire that was lit in the hearts of the
more than 2,000 delegates. Unfortunately, it did not bear the fruit that
was longed for, but one glowing example of the fire lit is the work of the
National Justice and Peace Network.

Rita Belletty of the CAFOD Group
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